NOTES:

1. CONTRACTION JOINTS OF ONE OF THESE TYPES SHOWN ABOVE TO BE PLACED 10' C/C. COMPLETELY SEVER THE STRUCTURE TO THE POINTS SHOWN. JOINTS MAY BE MADE BY INSERTING MIN. ¾" BITUMINOUS FILLER DUMMY JOINTS. JOINTS SHALL BE CLEANED AND EDGED.

2. CONCRETE SHALL BE CEMENT CONCRETE CLASS "C".

3. FINISHED WORK SHALL NOT VARY MORE THAN ½" IN GRADE AND ¾" IN ALIGNMENT WHEN CHECKED WITH 10' STRAIGHT EDGE.

4. EXPOSED SURFACES SHALL BE BRUSHED WITH A FIBER HAIR BRUSH.

5. WHITE PIGMENTED OR TRANSPARENT CURING COMPOUND SHALL BE APPLIED AS OUTLINED IN THE STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS.

6. FURTHER REQUIREMENTS SHALL BE AS SPECIFIED IN THE STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS.

7. ROLLED CURB SHALL ONLY BE USED WITH A 6" THICK SIDEWALK SECTION.